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FOURTH DAY — God’s creation — The Human World depicted as an Inverted Tree (1) History of Golden Age and Silver Age (2) Establishment of other religions (3) Short history of Iron Age (4) Extreme decay of religion and the invention of Moosals or Missiles for the destruction of the world (5) When does God incarnate and in what carnate form? (6) What Period are we passing now? (7) Does a soul ever merge in God? (8) Shivaratri—The festival celebrated to commemorate God’s Divine Birth (9) The Lessons we can draw from the explanation of the Kalpa Tree
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Fourth Day



One Week Course



God’s Creation — The Human World Depicted as an Inverted Tree Brahma Kumari—Yesterday, I explained to you the main plot and some bye-plots of the wonderful World Drama as also the fact that this World Drama repeats again and again. I hope you remember this. Seeker—Yes, The riddle: ‘What is this world?’ was solved for me; and I have now understood how the Wheel of Time, consisting of five epochs, has been revolving since eternity. I now clearly know what time it is by the World Clock now. Brahma Kumari—That’s good. But there are so many more facts about this world which have yet to be divulged unto you, and I shall take up some of the points to-day. Seeker—Thank You. Brahma Kumari—You might be knowing that the monist or Karma Sannyasis say that this world is merely an illusion; it is an empty show; it has only a dream-like existence. They deny the actual existence of this world. But now God, the all-Knowledgeful, has explained that this world is not an illusion; rather, it actually exists and has a systematic history and geography also and is based on certain laws also. God, as one who knows all the three aspects of Time and is the Creator of this world, has narrated unto us the main events of its past, analysed its present-day conditions and fore-told its future. All this is very important for a man to know. In order to elucidate the growth of this world and to illustrate the world-developments, God has compared this world with a Tree which may be called ‘the Geneological Tree of mankind’. It is also known as ‘Kalpa Tree’ because it depicts the history of the whole Kalpa (World’s full cycle), i.e. the beginning, mid-period and end
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of all the important religio-political dynasties of the world. KALPA TREE OR WORLD TREE



Seeker—How’s that? Brahma Kumari—Have a look at this illustration, called ‘The Kalpa Tree’ (See above). Its origin was shown to us by God Father Shiva, the Seer of Time, by blessing us with divine vision and divine intellect. To make it easy and interesting for us to understand, God Father Shiva gave us guidance to sketch this Tree just as a teacher uses some maps, drawings and illustrations to make it easy and interesting for the students to learn certain truths.
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History of Golden Age and Silver Age In order to elucidate this wonderful Tree, I shall start from its trunk. The first and the oldest world-religion, which should be called the Ancient Deity Religion (Adi Sanãtan Devi-Devatã Dharma) is shown here in the form of its trunk. In the beginning, there was only one religion, i.e. the religion of the deities, and there was only one dynasty, called the Sun Dynasty (Suryavansh). In the beginning of the Golden Age, there was the deity-sovereignty of Shri Lakshmi and Shri Narayana which set in vogue all righteous traditions and customs. The masses were, like their rulers, viceless and possessed of divine qualities, and were doubly non-violent, for neither through anger nor sex-lust did they ever violate the rules of non-violence. Because they were completely viceless and did good actions, so, even the elements were perfectly under their control. That is, there was then no elemental fury, neither ill health nor want of money or food. All the elements were clean and excellent (Satopradhãn) and, therefore, were instruments of happiness. Since there was complete purity, peace and prosperity in that Age, kings and queens and their righteous subjects are shown to be invested with two Crowns— one a halo of light and the other a crown of jewels. They are called ‘deities’ (Devatã) because they were naturally holy, habitually righteous and instinctively spiritual and viceless. To the names of these deities people prefix the title ‘Shri’ and they regard their every limb above vices, comparing it with a lotus which is always above the mud in which it stands. “The deities have lotus-like eyes and lotus-like hands” — this is what they say. There was such great mutual regard and love in those days, that it is said of the age that “a lion and a goat drank from the same stream.” There was unlimited wealth in India in those days. Hence the saying: “the land flowed then with milk and ghee.” India was a golden sparrow and the gold and silver were so plentiful that people used to decorate their houses with sheets of these metals and set these sheets with gems. Even the servants in those good old days were happy and prosperous beyond our imagination. Since people in that Age led viceless lives, they lived long and there was no case of premature death. They willingly gave up the body when they had reached a ripe old Age. That is why it is said that Death never laid its hand on them* nor *keÀeue veneR meleelee Lee Deewj DekeÀeues ce=l³eg veneR nesleer Leer~
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they died by accident, disease, natural calamity or prematurely. India of those days was a veritable Vaikuntha or Swarga. Because all people were at the peak of purity and divine virtues, they are regarded as 16 degrees pure, i.e. absolutely viceless, righteous to the fullest extent and like the full moon when it is at its brightest. When the souls of these deities of Golden Age had, life after life in Heaven, enjoyed happiness for a period of 1250 years, they lost two degrees of prosperity out of the sixteen that is held to be the highest. Then came what is called Silver Age (Tretãyuga). The souls of this age were pure only upto 14 degrees (fourteen Kalãs). The rule of the Moon Dynasty started then. Even then there were no vices at all but the divine qualities were no longer at the highest because they had declined by two degrees. Even then there was sovereignty of complete peace and happiness. At the commencement of this Age, Shri Sita and Shri Rama ruled the empire. Like the rulers, the masses were virtuous. The memory of Rama Rajya is still highly cherished and sung, and the saying goes: When Rama was the king, like him were the subjects and the elite; Then prosperous were the people for, they upheld Religion and Right. Today, too, people long for Rãma Rãjya. But people have heard and, strangely enough, believe that, in Golden Age, there lived two demons, Hiranyakashyapa, and Hiranyaksya and that in Silver Age, there was a demon, named Ravana, who kidnaped Rama’s queen Sita. These are not history; these simply reveal certain spiritual truths, as there cannot have existed Hiranyakashyapa and Hiranyaksha in Golden Age or Ravana in Silver Age. How can demons ever be existent in the dominions of Shri Lakshmi and Shri Narayana, i.e. of deities? Demons dare not and cannot have sight of deities. How could degraded beings, called demons, effect entry in the virtuous world i.e. heaven or in the world of Satyuga? Heaven is not for the Demon and his ilk.
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Seeker—Do you mean to say that, in the Golden Age and Silver Age, there were no devils? Why do people still celebrate Dussehra connecting it with Tretãyuga—The Silver Age? Brahma Kumari—Think for a while if there can at all be a man with ten heads. Can anybody sleep continuously for six months? Do they not say so about Kumbhakarana? I shall tell you later on what the real significance of all this is. The inhabitants of Lanka (Ceylon) do not believe Ravana to be a historical character. In fact, the ten heads of Ravana symbolise the five vices in men and as many in women. In short, Ravana is a representation of Maya, i.e. of the vices, prevalent in the society. Seeker—I also consider a ten-headed human being an impossibility. There are other things also which my mind is unable to accept. That Sita was born from under the ground—is all so very puzzling to me. Similarly, the story of Hiranyaksha and Hiranyakashyapa, as given in Shrimad Bhagwat, is strange and does not appear to be historically true. The word, ‘Ravana’ means: ‘that who makes one weep.’ Vice it is that makes one sorrowful and weep. Hence, it seems to me correct that the ten heads of Ravana, as you, say stand for the presence of the five vices in man and five vices in woman. Dear Sister, when you explain in great detail these truths, I shall try fully to understand these. You have now made me learn the history, in essence, of Golden Age and Silver Age. What happened when these two epochs had passed? Brahma Kumari—Copper Age followed the Silver Age. By the end of Silver Age, the souls of the Sun Dynasty and the Moon Dynasty, who had, of course, transmigrated through several lives, had become attached to the things that are of the earth and are related to the body. They had become body-conscious. Sex-lust, anger, greed, attachment and egotism had, to some extent, begun to cast their shadows on them. And they had thus fallen from the state of purity and worthiness and become vicious and unworthy. As they forget their true selves and broke with purity, natural laws came to be violated. Even Nature deviated from her usual course,
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having thus begun to harm them, even though slightly. Inspite of this, people did have faith in their religion. But because of there being no Divine Knowledge (Gyan), they took to Bhakti. First of all came the worship of Shiva, the Supreme Soul. Because people were very affluent, the temples they built were very grand, having been inlaid with gold and set with jewels. By degrees, worship of Vishnu, Shri Lakshmi and Shri Narayana, Shri Sita and Shri Rama, came in vogue. People began to write the Vedas and other holy books and spend money and time over sacrifices, Hatha Yoga, austerities, pilgrimages and rituals. Now the purity and virtue that were in the Golden Age and the Silver Age were things of the past and were only remembered in sayings and sung in songs and narrated in the form of stories. Inspite of their devotion, worship, etc., people could not only not find release from the five vices, but they got bogged down deeper and deeper everyday in vices. They went lower and lower, and a good many separate cults like those of Shaivas, Vaishnavas, Shãktas, and several panths and sects were formed. Difference in opinion, schism in religions, debates on Shãstrãs and disputes of all sorts increased. People had already become second grade in purity (Rajoguni), and their worship continued taking various forms, getting laid over with innumerable earthly desires.



Establishment of other Religions Owing to the decline of this one real Adi Sanãtan Devi Devatã Dharma, a good many faiths began appearing like branches coming forth from the World-Tree. About 2,500 years ago, Abraham founded Islam, then Buddhism was founded by Budha, about 2,000 years ago, Jesus Christ founded Christianity, one thousand and five hundred years ago, Shankaracharya established the class of recluses and hermits (Karma Sanyasis) and, about 1,400 years ago, Mohammed established the Muslim Religion. In this way, souls affiliated to different faiths have been coming down from the Soul World (Param Dhãm) on to this stage of the world. The population, which was about nine lacs at the start of the Golden Age, increased considerably. At first, there was only one Religion, but now there are many religions, many kingdoms and languages and dynasties. Thus grew mutual strife, divisions and disunity and this shape of
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affairs continued for 1250 years. Seeker—What happened afterwards?



Short History of the Iron Age Brahma Kumari—After Copper Age, which lasted for 1250 years, came Iron Age (Kaliyuga) and more branches and twigs appeared in the Tree, i.e. the Human World. The number of branches grew with further growth of this Tree. Problems, difference of views and disputes began to increase. Those who once belonged to the ancient Deity Religion in India were now over-powered by Tamoguna, i.e., by vices and darkness. They continued taking to wicked ways and became very vicious and impious. The worship of the elements of Nature came in, and the majority made their religion a means of earning money. There was quite a crop of dissensions due to religious, communal and sectarian differences. Women came to be regarded only as an instrument of sexual pleasure. Instead of the respect and status they enjoyed in the Golden Age and Silver Age, they now received contempt only. Nature became instrumental in causing distress to man. Disease, grief, old age, premature death, death by accident, etc. afflicted mankind. Islam, Buddhism, Christianity and other religions which were founded in the Copper Age (Dwapuryuga), have, after passing through their first three stages, reached the fourth, which is that of utter degradation. Christ had said that, if anyone struck man on one cheek, he should show the other cheek to him, but from the mind of Christians, non-violence is gone now? They are, these days, busy manufacturing bombs. All this applies to other religions also; all religions have now become outworn. The history of religion and governments from the very beginning of Golden Age to the end of Iron Age I have, in this matter, briefly set forth according as we have got it from Shiva, the Supreme Soul. Seeker—What happens in situations like these?
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Extreme Decay of Religion and the Invention of Moosals for the Destruction of the World Brahma Kumari—When, in this way, all the religions reach their lowest level, i.e., when they are in a state of darkness, and all people, men and women, become diabolic, setting up, as it were, a community of friends, there is misery and uproar. This is the time of wickedness and irreligion. Then two hostile ruling camps—the Russian and the American—are formed. These two make atomic and hydrogen bombs, which in the language of the Epic, Mahabharata, are called Brahmãstras and Agneãstras and missiles which were then known as Moosals. They are given to sensual pleasures, acquire bad qualities and, fighting at last among themselves, bring about a great destruction of the world. In the language of the Mahabharata, such persons as these are called ‘Yãdavas’. Therein, it is said that missiles came forth from the womb of the ‘Yãdavas’, and, fighting one another, they brought ruin upon themselves. But, can missiles spring from the inside of a human body and bring about destruction? When we say that our friend, so and so, cannot keep secret in his womb, our words are not to be taken literally. What we mean is that our that friend cannot keep a secret and that the secret sooner than later is spoken out. The secret is there in the intellect, but in the idiom, the word ‘womb’ is used. So also, the Yãdavas do not, because none can, draw missiles out of their wombs, but by dint of their intellect, they make them a reality. Those who make them are called ‘scientists’. Americans and Russians are the two main people that manufacture them and these are the Yãdavas of the above mentioned well-known story. In the picture of the Kalpa Tree, they are shown as two wild cats fighting between themselves for world sovereignty and then meeting their death. On the other hand, the people of India become body-conscious, ready to cause bloodshed on the score of differences in languages, views, politics, faiths, castes and states. Having become ungodly in their mental make-up, they discard divine ways and bring about confusion and disorder. They violate the laws, disobey the Government and, attacking one another, they are, as it were, bent upon destroying their own substance. The people of India, where, once upon a time, there was amity even between the lion and the
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goat, have now become blood-thirsty. Virgins themselves seek their own mates and ask to be married. Modesty among women is fast disappearing. Man takes women to be a means of sensual pleasures. India becomes very indigent and needy. Under these circumstances, people, who have fallen into evil ways, form senãs (semi-military organisations) only to fight other senãs, or among themselves, and then die. Where there was milk and honey in abundance, we find a shambles, because holiness has vanished. Instead of behaving like brothers, people look upon one another as so many different beings and, therefore, they deal with each other as enemies. Being guided wholly by feelings of nepotism, unrighteousness, lawlessness, selfishness, attachment, adulteration and bribery, they desire to lay their hands on others’ possessions by any means. They discard all feelings of mutual love and fight like demons. Such impious, irreligious, cruel and ungodly people as these are metaphorically named, ‘Kauravas.’ Ordinarily too, those who are body-conscious and weaned away from God and Religion are ‘Kauravas’ and, particularly, those of the Congress, under whose rule things like these are happening and who have contributed much to corruption, ideological divisions and dissensions and who have taken no measures to educate people in the ways of righteous and honest living.



When does God incarnate and in what carnate form? But, in order to re-establish the ancient religion of the deities that existed in the Golden Age, Shiva, the Supreme Soul, descends on the intellect of that very mediocre person who was Shri Nãrãyana at the start of the Golden Age and who, after a course of transmigrations in the Silver Age, Copper Age and Iron Age went down from the position of worthiness to that of a supplicant and who is now in the form of a mediocre man, not viceless though a very good devotee. Having embodied Himself in his person, Shiva names him ‘Prajapita Brahma’ and, through him, gives us real Godly Knowledge and teaches easy Raj Yoga: He then teaches the inhabitants of India to be completely viceless and most righteous. Only those who act upto this knowledge, persue a course in loving devotion to God, and become pure and do service to others by means of this very knowledge and Yoga, only they deserve to be
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called ‘Brahmã Kumãrs’ and ‘Brahmã Kumãris’, i.e. Brãhmins born of Brahma’s lotus like mouth, through which they receive knowledge about God. They are the real and non-violent Pãndavas. In this very life, they make efforts to rise from their ordinary position of men to that of deities which means evolving into excellent souls in order to be like Shri Nãrãyana. That’s why the short period between the end of Iron Age and the advent of Golden Age is called by the name, Confluence Age, ‘Sangãmayuga’ or ‘Purushottamãyuga’, the period when men can rise to heights of excellence. During this auspicious and highly beneficial period, Shiva, the Supreme Soul, descends here to make India veritable paradise or heaven once again. In the picture of the Kalpa Tree, below the trunk, at the point where the old tree and the new part of the new Tree of the Human World meet, you see them in meditation. Is it not that God thus purifies the human beings of the old, impious world and transmutes them into pious ones, creating thereby the Golden-Aged world? When this task of converting the impious world into a pious one is about to be completed, Yãdavas, i.e., the people of America, Russia and Europe, fight among themselves and the body conscious people of India, i.e. the Kauravas, engage in fights and bring about the destruction of the world. Afterwards, the population of the world decreases very considerably. Nature’s fury, in the form, say, of floods, earth-quakes, fires and famines, helps destruction. The souls that leave their bodies at this time, return to the Soul World (Paramdhãm), which is also known as Brahmaloka. Before they attain salvation, there is the Divine Adjudicator’s Court (Dharamrãj Ka Darbar). They have necessarily to suffer severe punishment (of course, in a subtle manner) for those bad actions whose results have yet to be experienced. Only after this has taken place, do these souls return to the Soul World (Brahmloka) and abide there in the state of Release. But those souls that had burnt up their past sins by means of Godly Knowledge and Yoga (truely learnt and rightly practised), who had purged themselves of impurities and had acquired divine qualities and had served others by leading them a purification by means of Yoga and had worked well to win victory over the vices, they are very lucky. They have not only not to suffer any punishment in (Dharmraj ki Puri) The region of the Divine Adjudicator, but they
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proceed majestically to the Soul World (Paramdhãm). Having stayed there for some time in the state of release, these enter Golden Age at its very start and have uninterrupted, stable and happy enjoyment in the land of the blessed and the free. Thus, this world goes on because, when the present world of human beings decays like an old, rotten tree, then, before it is destroyed, God grafts on it a new world, so that, truely speaking, the world is never completely annihilated.



What period are we passing now? The present is a highly propitious period, called ‘The Confluence Age’ (Sangamyuga). Much of it has already passed and little is left now. Out of the period now left, there is much less available for learning this Supreme Godly Knowledge from Him and for practising Yoga. Even yet you can strive to rise from mere man to be like Shri Narayana. Otherwise it would be too late! Seeker—I have now understood that the ideal of my life is to achieve Liberation (Mukti) and also Fruition or Blessedness (Jeevanmukti) which, in other words, means the status of a deity in the heaven. For this, I shall put in my best. You tell me that after the destruction of the world, souls live in the Soul World—Brahmaloka— in the state of freedom and are born in the world in the next World Cycle at their preordained times. Does this mean that, even after salvation, the soul has to come back to the world? Does the soul have to return to the world even after getting salvation? Brahma Kumari—If you just think over this problem, you will understand that the Drama of the world will be ended for good if souls remained in Brahmloka—the Soul World—for even after, because not only will no souls be made (created), but this Drama is enacted by the immortal souls that have been there since eternity. You might say that there was no need for the Drama to be performed. God does not need it; it is the souls who need it. Desire is the quality of the soul. Just as the soul longs for salvation, so does it, at some time or the other, desire enjoyment or happiness in this world. Otherwise, the world as it is, wouldn’t exist at all. Secondly, you should consider that salvation implies Release,
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which means freedom from bondage. Release points to a previous state in which the soul had been in bondage. Again, the use of the word, ‘bondage’ indicates a previous state of freedom-from-bonds, which the soul now desires to attain. It is clear, therefore, that, having migrated from its (former) state of freedom to one of subjection or bondage, the soul gets release, and then will again pass on to blessedness to go again, after some time, into bondage. This is what we mean by ‘The Drama of the souls’ victory and defeat.’ Also, how would it be possible for the human-population in this world to increase steadily if the souls, once they are in The Soul World (Muktidhãm) are to stay there for good? The daily increase in population ought to tell you that souls that have appeared in human form in this world will transmigrate while others will be coming down from The Soul World (Brahmloka) to the stage of this world from time to time. This last shows that souls in the state of Liberation or Mukti come down to take terrestrial forms. Please consider whether salvation is a state to be achieved or it is an eternal quality natural to the soul. If it were an inborn and eternal feature of the soul, then the soul would, like the Supreme Soul, be free from the ties of pleasure and pain and the bondage of birth and death. There would then be no difference between the Supreme Soul and the other souls, and there would be no World Drama as it is. But it is clear to all that the soul is subject to transmigration and to pleasure or pain, and it does actions, it longs for Mukti and strives for it also, and as the salvation is not inbred in the soul; it is not a permanent characteristic of it. The soul attains liberation by communion with God (who is ever-free) or as a boon from Him. The very desire for salvation shows that the soul has already had experience of it but, at present, it is absent. The sum and substance of all this is that the present state of the soul is different from what it was formerly. The former state will be recovered but will not last for ever. You may think over this point in this way also; ‘Has the soul been in bondage ever since the beginning of Time or there was a time when it was free?’ If the bonds have existed since eternity, then the soul cannot shake them off (i.e., the soul cannot attain salvation) because that which has existed since eternity is not going to die. But, no one will say that the bonds are eternal
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and that it is impossible to be rid of them. That’s why we all strive to be released from them. So, it is clear that these bonds are not eternal and that there was a time when these did not exist and the soul, therefore, was free. So, it is a point to ponder over that, if the soul that was originally free (Mukta) and was in Brahmãloka,—The Soul World, came into this Human World and got involved into pleasure and pain in this Kalpa (World Cycle), there is no reason why, after attaining salvation and returning to The Soul World now, it will not come back again into this Human World? I have already told you that, in every soul, there lies merged the part that it has to play and that, like the Drama that is eternal and is repeated, the soul’s part also is repeated in every cycle of 5000 years. So, it should be clear to you that the souls come here to repeat their part again in this repetitive World Drama. Not to speak of the souls, the Supreme Soul also comes once in this world at the time when Dharma has gone defunct. Imagine a boy tired of play, or defeated in play. He is somewhat dejected and tired and sleeps, but, he does not wish to sleep for ever, and gets up again to play. Similarly, the soul, while at the stage of this world, gets defeated by Nescience (Maya) and, after having worked continuously during many lives, becomes sad and, finding itself in a cage as it were, wishes for Release. Some time later, when the moment for its role in this World Drama comes, the soul would again desire to engage in play in this earth-stage because its instinct to play is as basic as the instinct for Release. In Golden Age and Silver Age, there is not the slightest symptom of pain, because complete happiness reigns in that period. In Copper Age, there is pain, but it is ordinary in degree. In early Iron Age, there is much sorrow. But it is only three to four centuries before the end of Iron Age that the period of great suffering begins, the last hundred years or so out of these being extremely bad. More than half of the period of the Drama is one of happiness and the soul wishes to enjoy happiness here in this world. So, involvement in this world is, be it noted what the soul desires. But because there is a sea of troubles in the world of to-day, the soul now hungers for Mukti so much so that it does not like to come back to this world. But, having at last obtained Release, it will again wish to return to this world to play its part getting pleasure at first and, later, pleasure
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mixed with pain. So, it should be clear that the soul is eternally an actor, having started playing its part since eternity and having attained Release innumerable number of times. Seeker—Does this mean that the soul does not merge in the Supreme Soul?



Does a soul ever merge in God? Brahma Kumari—Does an actor ever fuse into the director or into the knower of the play? If the soul and the Supreme Soul became one with each other, how can we take the soul to be immortal? I have already told you that souls have, each one of them, their individuality. Each one has its own tendencies, and its own part of play. No two souls are alike from this point of view. That is why, as is observed, in physique, in pecuniary circumstances and in Samskaras and sentiments, all men differ from one another because the souls inhabiting these bodies are different from one another. So, it is wrong to say that the soul merges into the Supreme Soul. The soul goes to the elemental region of light, called Brahm Tatwa and stays in the state of Release. Then its mind, intellect and the Samskaras are there in a sub-conscious or un-conscious state and, hence, not manifest. It is according to these characteristics that the soul takes on a body when it comes again into this world. Today, you have had an exposition of what is meant by the Kalpa Tree. The saying goes: ‘The Kalpa Tree easily fulfils man’s all wishes. In reality, it is this very Kalpa Tree, about which this saying is in vogue, because he who studies this Kalpa Tree and understands the whole history of the world of human beings and strives to become holy and stabilised in communion with Him, such a one does certainly see all his wishes fulfilled, because he attains the kingdom of heaven where no wish remains unfulfilled. This is called Kalpa Tree because, by means of it we learn all about a Kalpa, i.e., the Cycle of the World. Seeker—By Kalpa, do we not mean the period of the four Yugas together? Brahma Kumari—You have not at all reckoned the fifth Yuga,
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i.e., the most auspicious Confluence Period or what is called the Purushottama Sangamayuga. In reality, this is the only period when man achieves all that is good. In the other periods, souls play their part on the stage of the world, may be solely of pleasure or of both pleasure and pain, but it is in this period, called the Sangamayuga, that Shiva, the Supreme Soul, comes to do good to the world. It is in commemoration of His coming into this world that festivals or occasions are celebrated in India.



Shivaratri—The festival celebrated to commemorate God’s Divine birth The Shivratri Festival also is associated with this epoch, i.e. the Purushottama Sangama Yuga, because God radiates knowledge into this world like the Sun radiates its light, and He removes the darkness of ignorance that had enveloped the world, so as to usher in the day-light of Satyuga. But the people of today do not know anything about this, the best period, i.e., Purushottama Sangamayuga or about Shiva, the Highest, the Supreme Soul, and, therefore, they do not know the greatness of Shivaratri which is the best of all festivals. If people now come to know that Shiva is none other than the Supreme Soul, the Father on High, that Shivratri commemorates His divine birth in the human body of Prajapita Brahma, then people of all faiths would celebrate it as the greatest festival and would recognise the land, called India, as the place where Shiva descended from Paramdhãm and would, consequently, regard it as the holiest centre of Pilgrimage. But, it is painful to find that the people of India say that God is omnipresent and, thereby, they themselves annul the importance of Shivaratri. For, if God is omnipresent, He cannot take any Divine Birth; he cannot take an incarnation, or the question of His descent from Paramdhãm into this world does not arise. Here in India, grand celebration of the birthdays of many Saints, Mahatmas, Sanyãsis, political leaders, etc., are held for days together, but Shivaratri is not recognised by all. It is because they know nothing about Shiva and Shivaratri. They take it to be the festival of a particular community or they wrongly associate it with the deity Shankara. Mark, to what a great extent people have forgotten Him, who is the Supreme Soul and Supreme Father and the
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Redeemer of sinners, who comes from Paramdhãm and transforms India into a Paradise, grants Liberation (Mukti) and Blessedness (Jiwan Mukti) to mankind. He who transforms man’s life from a trifle to one of excellence, i.e., makes deities of mere men, His highly significant birthday has been forgotten, and the jubilee of the birthday has been forgotten, and the jubilee of the birthday of men, who, as compared to God, are very ordinary souls, is celebrated instead!! Seeker—You have indeed said rightly that, if everyone knew that Shiva is the Supreme Soul, men of all faiths would celebrate this day, with great enthusiasm and India would be held in high regard. Dear sister, the history of the world illustrated by means of this picture is very interesting. Brahma Kumari—It is good that you have thoroughly understood the knowledge it illustrates but would you let me know what conclusions you have reached in the matter of leading your own life? Now that you have had knowledge about the four epochs and also about the present epoch, i.e. of Sangamayuga, and have received precise Knowledge about the Kauravas, Pãndavas and the Yãdavas, what do you propose to do to start your endeavours? Seeker—It is that we have to be holy now in this Sangamayuga because Shiva, the Supreme Soul, is establishing a righteous world and He has explained to us the importance of purity.



The Lessons we can draw from the explanation of the Kalpa Tree Brahma Kumari—You have also understood that we are at the very last part of the last life out of the many lives already spent in this cycle. Whether one is young or old, the world is nearing destruction. Atomic bombs and hydrogen bombs have already been manufactured and people are forming armies to fight wars amongst themselves while in India ideological differences are become severe. On the other hand, the Supreme Father, Shiva, is purifying the fallen souls through Prajapita Brahma. On our part, we have to burn out, by means of the fire of yoga, the sins that we have committed since the start of Copper Age (Dwãpuryuga) because of
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our ignorance and body-consciousness. We have now to acquire the power of Knowledge, Purity and yoga and to contribute, by means of these, to God’s work of re-establishing the Golden Age (Satyuga). In this way alone will India become Paradise and our lives sublime. At this time, the world has become a battle-field, like the Kurukshetra of yore where we have to engage in a war against evil. So, we have truly to become like the Pãndavas and have to employ Divine Knowledge (Gyãn), as an arrow is employed to aim at a target, wearing the armour of yoga, and, thus, with all our might, we have to fight the vices. If you, for the sake of religion, fight Mãyã with these weapons, you will earn deity sovereignty. Seeker—Yes, I shall set about this high endeavour. Now that the great destruction is near, we should be holy. Brahma Kumari—By reflecting upon this exposition of the Kalpa Tree, you will find many points of Divine wisdom in order to make your life holy and to acquire peace and divine virtue. Seeker—How is that possible? Brahma Kumari—For instance, you have been given the understanding that, in this world of human beings, there is diversity and disparity. Two leaves are never alike nor two branches, though these come from one and the same tree. So also, no two persons are alike. From time immemorial, all souls have been individual. They are not, as some might think, different forms of one and the same soul, namely the Supreme Soul, or of what they call ‘Brahma.’ (ye´ndcee) It bespeaks ignorance to think of the present impious set of people as manifestations of Bhagwan (God). Theirs’ are the soul that have fallen because of their own unrighteous actions. The Supreme Soul is distinct from them; He is the Redeemer of the sinners. He never undergoes a fall. The qualities, actions and nature of a soul are different, at least to some extent, from those of any of the other souls. It is only in the Golden Age (Satyuga) and Silver Age (Tretãyuga) that they are all like-minded as the trunk of a tree which is only one. Therefore, having learnt this recondite truth, you should not
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lose verve or your temper to see that the views of others do not agree with yours. Now that you have realised that, since the coming of the Copper Age (Dwãpuryuga), Mãyã has brought about disparity and, in the present vicious world, people have acute differences, so much so that even in the followers of one and the same religion there is dissension and friction, you have no cause to be pained or shocked. You know now that the Golden-Aged Sovereignty of deities is being re-established and that unity of views comes to exist only among the deities of Golden Age (Satyuga) who are viceless and who adopt the divine ways of life. Therefore, if at any time, anybody’s views run counter to ours, we should not be disturbed or engaged in a quarrel. We should, on the contrary, be calm and manly. We should remain untouched by the degraded world around us, like the lotus that is not touched by the mud that surrounds it. God is now setting up one Law* as, otherwise, there would be as many ways as there are men. We have now to follow God’s good Law, which is the highest code, because man-made laws have only increased sorrows. The laws of vicious men will take us towards vices and thus debase us, but the law that lifts us out of vice and makes us holy is naturally the law of God who does good to all. Ignoring the many and various Godless views of people, we should listen only to what God says, because thereby, our love for Him increases. Taking all beings as various forms of God and carrying out their suggestions, as if these are God’s own commands, is to welcome the means of one’s own degradation because people are now affiliated to Mãyã; they do not follow God’s directions, leave aside their false claim that they are all manifestations of God. Seeker—You are right. The atmosphere these days is vitiated. People are busy in talking all the time about Mãyã, i.e. the vices. The fact that diversity of views is, as explained by you, natural in the Iron Age (Kaliyuga) and that we are striving to be in the GoldenAged (Satyuga) world, where there is unity of views, these give peace of mind and keep us away from discord and contention. Brahma Kumari—Besides, you must have understood from * Maryada
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the explanation of the Kalpa Tree that Bhakti, worship, austerities, sacrifices, rituals and holy scriptures came into existence in the Copper Age (Dwãpuryuga) when men had forgotten that they are souls and had come down from the heights of purity. It is in this very epoch that the system of adopting Gurus (preceptors) and going on pilgrimages was born. But, even then, the Golden Age (Satyuga) did not come back to this world, and the world did not become holy and the people did not recover unity, love, soulconsciousness or divine qualities. On the contrary, strifes were on the increase because of religion, and people have debased themselves by getting more and more devoted to bodyconsciousness, sensual pleasures and vices. In every home, in spite of so-called Bhakti, there is anger, greed, attachment, pride and addiction to Sex-Lust. In other words, despite Bhakti and the adoption of several preceptors, man has not only not obtained Beatitude but has degenerated. God is the Supreme Preceptor; He alone can grant ultimate Fruition. He is called the embodiment of Truth. It is He who descends at the end of The Iron Age (Kaliyuga) when Dharma has declined awfully, and gives Knowledge and teaches easy Rajyoga in our very last life in this world, makes us holy and takes us to Muktidhãm by destroying all evil. It is He who establishes peace in the whole world and the virtuous sovereignty of the deities, which we call Rama Raj. From Him we get the nectar of Knowledge; He teaches us true Raja Yoga and gives peace, prosperity and purity to the whole mankind. Inspite of all our Bhakti, sacrifices, study of scriptures, rituals, Hatha Yoga that we did, and the preceptors we accepted through a long period of several lives, we have not succeeded in becoming truly righteous, i.e. deities, and have not conquered evil but have all along been tied down by our own actions and fettered by wicked tendencies. We should now abandon these and should fix our intellect (Buddhi) and mind on the Incorporeal Shiva, the Supreme Soul, from whom all light emanates. We should take a pledge and work unflinchingly upon the faith that He is the only Benefactor who is called Shiva and who is the one and the only Supreme Soul. There is none else to grant us Release and to eradicate our sins. He is the ocean of Peace and Bliss. We should, therefore, be in communion with Him alone. He is remembered as the One Saviour of sinners. He pilots us
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through life and is the Helmsman who takes us safe to the port: He is the Truth. Thus, by these names and by others he is remembered. Is it not then clear that none else, whether an ascetic, also called Guru or a Sannyasi, can grant us the ultimate Fruition? He, Shiva, comes to protect even the saints, Sãdhus, or ascetics. Therefore,



What is the use of such Bhakti?



(Of what use is Bhakti if one performs it regularly without getting release from vices, body-consciousness, jealousy and hatred and has eyes still bearing the taint of sex-lust? If one does not attain Godly Knowledge even when God has incarnated and, instead, continues to perform Puja when He is giving Godly Knowledge, what use are all his efforts? If one does not make efforts to purify the self, now that God Shiva has descended to reward him with Knowledge for the worship which he has been performing life-after-life, of what use is all his thinking and his life?)



cease going on pilgrimages; fix your mind firmly on remembering Him, who is all-sacred, placed in Himself. Instead of offering oblations at sacrificial fires, which are all earthly, awaken in yourself ‘the fire of Knowledge’ and offer into it all the vices. Then alone will He, whom we try to approach by oblations, be pleased with us. You should now do good to yourself by means of Godly Knowledge and easy intellectual communion with Him.
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Please note that several different vices and defects arise from body-consciousness like defective branches from a bad seed. The tree of divine qualities grows from the seed of faith in soulconsciousness. Therefore, be stable in soul-consciousness and your life will blossom into divine virtues. You must have, from your study of this Kalpa Tree, learnt an esoteric truth that since the time man became body-conscious, his decline has been going on, ideological differences, diversity of ways, and vice, and consequent sorrows have come. I have, therefore, to repeat it very often that you should practise soul-consciousness.
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